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Some Further Remarks About
The L-Feature
EUGENE VERSTRAELEN

I

N a former paper I suggested that the 1-feature is not yet
clear.: In this article I shall try t.o shed some light on this
problem.
Let us first consider the following facts:
The jl/ in T (Tagalog) can be:

(1) an original / I / , e.g. T lakad - I1 (Ilqkano) laltau'.
We are not concerned about this / I / here.

(2) an /1/ as a result of the soundshift: r > I, e.g. all thz
/r/'s in Sanskrit become /t/'s in T (Sanskrit loanword^).^ Of
course other words than Sanskrit loanwords may also have the
/ I / as a result of the same soundshift, e.g. (List I):
B3 T alak "wine"
B bakilid "slope"
T galaw "move"
B hilam-os "wash the face"
T hilamos
B hirig, hilig "incline"
T hilig
B T kulang "shortage"
T kulong "confine"

I1
I1
I1
I1

arak
bankirig
garaw
diram-os

11 irig

I1 kurang
11 kurong

E. Verstraelen: "An Essay towards a Historical Description of
STUDIESVIII (July, 1960).
Tagalog and Cebuano Bisaya", PHILIPPINE
p. 508, note 7.
2 Zbid., p. 491, 492 and 493.
3 Bisaya.
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W (Waray) uripong "slave"

I1
I1
I1
I1

W urhi "last"
W harayo "far"
W (maka-)rig0 "to take a bath"

adipen
udi
adayo
digus

This suggests two points: first, that there was a d > r
soundshift; semnd, that this soundshift is more or less old. But
it does not have the r > 1 soundshift and all the other later developments of the Cebuano Bisaya.
But we have in W hadi and kodal etc., where we see a d not
changed into r. These are later loanwords, borrowed when the
period in which the soundshift d > r occurred had ended. In
Cebuano B we have: hari, koral. This leads to th* conclusion
that in B and also in T (T also has v.g. hari) the d > r soundshift happened twice! After the first soundshift d > t we have
o W
the r > I soundshift in B and T and not in W ( * h d ~ y >
haJlayo > B, T halayo, nualayo); after the second soundshift:
d > r, which soundshift W does not have, the r remains r (W
hadi >B, T hwi). Perhaps there are some minor differences between the first and the second d > r soundshift, which differences
we shall now try to examine.

Let us consider the first d

> r soundshift.

In List I1 we see that the /I/ in T always occurs between
two vowels. A probable conclusion is that the d > r soundshift
is a conditional one: one that takes place only between vowels.
But let us study the following examples (List 111).
regreg "fall down"
warwar "untie"
hatid "conduct"
tungkol "regarding"
(nu-)pagel "fatiguing"
tawar "bargain"
sida "viand"
uleg "snake"

T
T
B
B
T
T
B
T

laglug
B badbad
walwal
B dug&
hatod
OJ ater
tungod "because"
pagod "tired"
tawad
sula
uod "worm" OJ ula "snake"
Ma1 ular "snake"

We see that the original r did not always change into I, but
into d, especially in B. This explains the d > r soundshift moE
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in detail: after the g-period B did not have r. Then came the
soundshift: d > r, but only between two vowels; the other d's
remained d's. Therefore d and r were never in opposition to each
other, the distinction betveen d and r was not functional, d and
r were allophones of one phoneme, realized according to the
structural rule: between vowels, the allophone r; in other positions, the allophone d. *Ragrag was structurally impossible in
B, therefore we have: dagdag. The same structural rule explains the word-forms:

B sula (< *sura, d > r because d between vowels) and
sud-an (d not between vowels).

B p u b (< * p ~ d ,> r because d between vowels) and
kapopodian (d not between vowels).
I n this way I think we have to explain the exchange we regularly find in B between the /d/ and the /I/ as in swla and
sud-an;wala and &wad-an, etc.'
In T we see tbe same structural rule, v.g. in:
pagod (< *PCLP), fawad (< *ttn.mr), uod (< *ukd
< *uLor). But this structural rule is not so strict in T v.g. in:
hghg (< *ragnag), walwal (< *warwar), tungkol( < *tmgkod)
we see that the r rsmained until the soundshift r > I , notwithstanding the r was not between vowel^.^ Probably B was the
center of both the soundshift r > g and the conditional soundshifts d > r and r > d. T, still being in a border area, consequently has some exceptions.
What about the second soundsbift: d

> r?

Let us consider the examples in the following List.
(List IV):
"y
analogy influence we also have the f o m like: s a h "sin"
and sad-an "guilty". Here the I never was an r or d. cf. C. Bloomfield, Language, (London, George Allen and Unwin Ltd, 1939).
Chap. 23.

-

8If the etymology of: I1 puted
B, T putol is correct, then I
do not know an explanation yet for the /1/ in putol.
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T
T
T
T
T
T

aral "learn"
baro "native dress"
huri "king"
larawan "picture"
turi "metal spur"
tira "left over"
sariwa "fresh"

I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1
I1

a&l
bado
Mi
ladawan
tadi
tidda
sadiwa

Mal ajar
Ma1 baju
J aji

W tadi

Ma1

taji

Over a long period, namely from the t h e of the first conditional soundshift: d > r and r > d, B did not have any word
where a d was between vowels, And after the soundshift r > 1
B did not have an r for a certain time. It is therefoae quite conceivable that in new loanwords the d between vowels was felt
as something strange, and the d was consequently changed into
r. This second soundshift is somehow a continuation of the
first one, since the first one created word-forms with special
structure of word-form, viz. only between vowels, may explain
structure of word-forms, viz. Only between vowels, may explain
the form: B hudm "oven" - Sp. (Spanish) horw. But this
structural rule was not widely applied perhaps on account of
pressure from foreign languages. Hrodno is the only example I
can find respecting this structural rule. So we have v.g. where
B karne
B karsones

Sp carne
Sp calzones*

this rule is not followed.

Thus the only difference between the first and second conditional soundshift d > r is:
The first one is concomitant with the conditional soundsliift: r > d, especially in B.
The second one is not so strongly concomitant with the conditional soundshift: r > d, even in B.
'The r in karsones a back formation? We must not forget that
just during the time of the soundshift r > I writing was introduced
in the Philippines, as we can see from the different alphabets. The
Mangyans still have one symbol for / t / and / r / , other alphabets have
one symbol for / d l and /r./ This also created in the respective
dialects better possibilities for back formation.
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As a provision1 conclusion we may set up this chronological
sequence of soundshifts:
In B r > g; conditional soundshift d > r and concomitant
with it r > d. These two kinds of soundshifts also spread to T.
Then T has the no-l-period, which was only a local feature, but
which shows the first sign of more independence from B. Subsequently T started the r > 1 soundshift, which spread B. After
that we have the second soundshift d > r in T and B.

